
Shake it up 

Change or get left behind



Who Are We?

Rebecca Kirkpatrick

Membership Manager
Oakland Museum of 

California

Kate Johnson

Director of Membership
Asian Art Museum

Jesse Lowenberg

Membership Program Manager
San Francisco Zoo & Gardens



Oakland 
Museum of 
California

Focus on Target Audiences 
photo credit: Marc Fiorito



Asian Art 
Museum

Shift Demographic to 
Ensure Future



San Francisco 
Zoo & Gardens

Refresh Offerings to 
Achieve Goals



Change Agenda
1. Trust your gut, but don’t make assumptions [AKA do your research]

2. Establish a sense of urgency

3. Pick strategic cheerleaders

4. Create your plan of attack

5. Shout it from the rooftops

6. Calendar your success

7. Always in beta

8. Here we go again… 



Trust your gut, but don’t make assumptions AKA...

Do your research



Start with your questions 

How do we reach new target audiences? 

Do we have the right structure?

Are we leveraging our assets appropriately? 



Dive in: 
From dedicated 
studies 
to experimentation 



Don’t get bogged down by what you don’t 
know… be empowered by what you do.



Establish a sense of urgency







“We have more members in 
their 100s than in their 20s.”

- 70.1 average member age

- Estimated 6% annual mortality 
rate

- Plan to grow revenue by 25% 
within 5 years



Find strategic cheerleaders
Front Line

Operations

Marketing

Any other relevant 
stakeholders







Create Your Plan of  Attack

Define What’s 
Changing Create a Timeline Communicate & 

Monitor



Identify the scope of what needs to be changed

Check in with stakeholders to make sure important details are 
not overlooked 

Ensure that everyone is on the same page

Define What’s Changing



Create a calendar and share it with all relevant parties

Make sure the schedule is realistic and has extra room 

Clarify who is responsible for what and when

Create a Timeline



Keep everyone in the loop

Listen to feedback, be ready to make minor adjustments if 
needed

Measure results

Communicate & Monitor



Roll it out

➢ Streamlined 

benefits

➢ Rebranded the 

program

➢ Gave each level 

it’s own identity



Shout it from the rooftops





Calendar your 
success

Keep your momentum 

going by strategically 

planning for noticeable 

successes related to your 

change effort.



Benefit of celebrating with your colleagues - collaboration



Benefits of celebrating with your colleagues - creativity + access



Always in Alpha
Beta



Here we go again...
Prioritize your changes











Recap
Research

Create your plan 
of attack

Shout it from 
the rooftops

Calendar your 
success

Establish 
Urgency

Pick strategic 
cheerleaders

Always in Beta

Change again!
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Questions?

Thank you!


